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Antiferromagnetic substances are considered within the framework of Vonsovskil's s-d
exchange model. The energy of the spin waves is determined by perturbation-theory meth
ods. The possibility of the existence of an antiferromagnetic state in the absence of direct 
d-d -exchange interaction is discussed. 

IN their previous work1 the authors expressed 
opinions regarding the necessity of studying the 
indirect interaction of electrons in the unfilled 
inner shells of the atoms of transition metals 
( d electrons ) and rare earths ( f electrons ) . It 
was shown that the indirect interaction of d elec
trons by means of the conduction electrons can lead 
to ferromagnetism. In the present paper a study of 
the role of the indirect interaction of d electrons 
is carried out for the antiferromagnetic state. 

The Hamiltonian of an antiferromagnet in the 
s-d -exchange model has the form2 

ff ='2JE(k)ai;,ako-J ~ SnSm 
ka (nm) 

_.!_ '\.' i(k,~k,)n[(S-Sz) + , (S'- ·sY)a+ (-) V ..:::J e n Uk, llk, T n l n k 1 llk, 
k1 k:.!n 

+ ( s~ + is~) a;;; (-) ak, --:- ( s -; s~) at (-) ak, (-) 1 

_ _ J_ "" i(k,~k,)m [(S _ Sz ) + -·-V LJ e m ak, llk, I 

, (S~,- iSf,)at, ak, ( -) + (S~, ~- iSt,) ak, (-) ak, 

+ ( s + s~) at, (-) ak, (-) l ' 

where ak and ak(-) are the Fermi operators of 
second quantization for electrons with a momen
tum k and with positive and negative spins, Sn 
is the spin operator of the n-th lattice point, J 
is the d-d -exchange integral between two nearest 
neighbors, I is the s-d -exchange integral ( inde
pendent, in our approximation, of the electron mo
mentum), V is the volume of the system, n and 
m are the numbers of lattice points of two differ
ent sublattices, the sign < > denotes summation 
over the nearest neighbors, E (k) = Ak2 is the 
conduction-electron energy, and A is the trans
port integral. 

We go over from the spin operators to the Bose 
operators of the spin shift 

for the two sublattices, respectively. Then, going 
over to the Bose operators in wave-number space 
according to the formulas 

b _ i ~ "1;1 ~uzl. b ') )';, . 

"- \V LJe ;_, ( 2 )'/• imi. 
Cm= V ~e C;., 

).. ), 

we obtain the Hamiltonian in the form 

"" + zJ'V + b I + (b t+ + H = ..:::J E (k) aka aka -2 LJ [ b~-. ).. -~ C;, C).. + j').. ), C;, + )).. C).. ) 1 
ka i. 

I . , + 
- V 2} (b't b~-. - c"[ C;) (a[ ak - ak (-) ak (-)) 

k).. 

- v~v ~ 0 (k2- kl + i.) [(c;. + bt) at,ak,(-} 
k1kzf.. 

+ (ct + b')..) at, (-) ak,J, 

where z is the number of nearest neighbors of 

a given atom, YA. = 1/z 6 eiP"-, and p is the ra-
p 

dius vector from the given atom to its nearest 
neighbor. The part of the Hamiltonian quadratic 
with respect to the Bose operators is easily diag
onalized with the aid of the linear substitution 

The commutation relations between the operators, 
and the requirement that the coefficients in the non
diagonal parts of the energy operator equal zero, 
lead to equations for the transformation coefficients: 

Having determined these coefficients, we obtain 
the transformed Hamiltonian in the form 
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H = H0 +Hint, 

H 0 = ~ E (k) at, aka+~ s ("-) (~t_ ~11. + ~0: ~2>.), 
ko A 

Hint=- ~ ~(at ak- at ( -) ak(- )) (~t_ ~1>.- ;;'). ~21.) 
k>. 

-~ ~ o(k2-kr+"-)g(f-)((;J:+~2>.)at,ak,(-) 
kl/~2). 

+ (~rJ. +~;').)at, ( -) ak,J, (1) 

where E (A.) = - J ( z/2 )112 A. is the spin-wave en
ergy, and 

g(f-) =a,~.+ a21. = (2A2 I z)'1•. 

Unlike in previous work, 1 perturbation theory 
will be applied here not to an arbitrary spectrum 
but to a given unperturbed-energy level. We are 
interested in the correction to the elementary ex
citation energy of the Bose branch E (A.) due to 
the interaction terms. In accordance with pertur
bation theory, the spin-wave energy ?(A.) of inter
est to us is equal, up to terms of the second order, 
to 

~(f-)= s (f-)+ (Cv ~r>. H;nt ~t_ Cv) 

- (Cv~r>. H;nt(Ho- Eo-E(f-)fl Hint ~t_ Cv), 

where 

Cv= J1 o(Nt, l)o(N;;, I)J1o(n1)u O)o(n2~.,0) 
k<;kp A 

represents the unperturbed wave function of the 
ground state. Nk_ and Ni( are the occupation 
numbers of conduction electrons with positive 

(2) 

and negative spins, respectively, n are the oc
cupation numbers of the spin waves, E0 = 2~ E (k) 

k:::skF 
is the ground -state energy of the unperturbed sys
tern, and kF is the boundary Fermi momentum. 
Calculating the matrix elements in (2), we obtain 

_)_ 1 ) 
' £(k 1)-£(k2)-e(A) · 

For the right-hand side we can substitute the in
tegral 

(2~)3 ~ (£ (k1)- E ~k2) + z (i\) 

-'-- ------1-------) 0 (k1 - ko- A) d 3k1 d3ko, 
· E (k1)- E (k 2 ) - s (A) - " 

which can be easily calculated in the approxima
tion A./kF « 1.3 Substituting k2 + A for k1, dis
carding in the denominator terms with A/kF to a 
power greater than 1, and taking into account that 
k2 + A > kF, we obtain for the integral 

where f.J. is the cosine of the angle between k2 
and A., and k~ = kF (1- 2JJ.q/kF):t;2. 

Finally we find that 

~ i 2g2 (A) kF [ e (A) 1-2AAkF I e (A)} 
8 (f-)= 8 (f-)- (41CY•T 2 + 2AAkF In 1 +L.AMF I qt-) · (3) 

To analyze this expression formally, we can 
consider the two limiting cases: a) 2AAkF/E (A.) 
« 1, and b) 2AAkF/E (A.)» 1. The first case 
corresponds to the approximation in which the 
energy of the virtual electron transitions is as
sumed to be considerably smaller than the energy 
of the corresponding spin wave. Expanding the ex
pression in square brackets in (3) into a series in 
2AA.kF / E (A) and limiting ourselves to the first 
nonvanishing terms of the third order, we obtain 

~ -. ,rz- , -v:z- 8 1• 
s("-)=leffA, leff=-Jv ~ T31t2z';,kFA J2. 

Thus, in our case the indirect interaction 
favors antiferromagnetic ordering, increasing 
the effective exchange integral. 

The second case corresponds to the approxima
tion for which the energy of virtual electron transi
tions is considerably larger than the spin-wave en
ergy. In this case we obtain from (3) 

~ (),) = E 0-)- J2g2 (f-) kF! 81t2 A 

or 

The effective integral in this case, as in case 
a), consists of two terms corresponding to direct 
and indirect exchange. However, in this case the 
indirect exchange decreases the effective exchange 
integral, and in the absence of direct d-d -exchange 
coupling ( J = 0) the effective integral becomes 
negative. Consequently, the energies of the ele
mentary excitations and of the spin waves become 
negative, which means that the antiferromagnetic 
state becomes energetically unfavorable and, there
fore, does not come into being. 

Case a), although it offers the possibility that 
indirect exchange favors antiferromagnetic order
ing, is nevertheless of no physical significance, 
since the inequality 2AAkF/E (A.)« 1 is not ful
filled in any of the known estimates. Therefore, 
this case need be considered only as a purely for
mal possibility. 

Thus, the general conclusion is that indirect in
teraction of d electrons through conduction elec-
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trons in transition metals decreases the antiferro
magnetic exchange coupling, preventing the forma

The authors express their gratitude to L. Ya. 
Kobelev for useful advice. 

tion of antiferromagnetic ordering and, consequently, --.-----
cannot lead, in the absence of direct d-d -exchange 1 A. A. Bardyshev and B. V. Karpenko, JETP 
interaction or of some other ordering mechanism, 36, 819 (1959), Soviet Phys. JETP 9, 577 (1959). 
to antiferromagnetism. 2 S. V. Vonsovskil and A. A. Berdyshev, Izv. 

The calculations in the present paper are exact Akad. Nauk SSSR, Ser. Fiz. 18, 328 (1954), Colum-
up to second-order terms of perturbation theory. bia Tech. Transl. p. 23. 
The calculation of higher-order corrections, be- 3 N. M. Hugenholtz, Physica 23, 533 (1957). 
ginning with the third, require that account be taken 
of Hamiltonian terms which contain products of four 
or more Bose operators, and which were left out 
in the derivation of (1). Thus, the precision of the 
calculations increases when the system is consid
ered at low temperatures. 
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